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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Since 2020, COVID-19 and its variants have
continued to disrupt Singapore and the
Process Industry. Several pandemic-induced
transformations have emerged; societal
expectations for reduced reliance and
improve conditions of migrant workers, global
spearheading and fast-tracking of digital
initiatives, along with increased community
pressure for plant owners to decarbonize and
drive towards a more sustainable future.
ASPRI recognizes the impact of these transformation to the Process industry
and is committed to helping our members navigate them.

1. Evolving Manpower Challenges
In Jun 2020, ASPRI with the support of Singapore Chemicals Industry Council
(SCIC), key plant owners and contractor members, established a Cohorting
Workgroup to align industry recommendations on workers’ cohorting
arrangements across Safe workplace, accommodation and transportation.
BCA, EDB, Enterprise Singapore (ESG) and MOM have heeded well to the
joint advocacy by ASPRI and SCIC: responding to the concerns raised by the
industry and accorded flexibility in many aspects of COVID Safe Measures
Management and policies.
Border restrictions and closures have disrupted traditional manpower supply
models and to alleviate the severe manpower shortage, ASPRI partook
in the Change of Employers (COE) programme to facilitate the transfer of
migrant workers within the industry. To further reduce the incidence of
poaching, ASPRI provided further support by mediating between old and
new employers.
To ease the ongoing manpower shortage, the association is now exploring a
pilot program with international healthcare providers to establish a credible
in-country quarantine program that can be approved by the government
agencies.

2. Digitalisation and Mechanisation
COVID-19 has created the perfect set of conditions to propel widespread
use of digitalisation and drive investments in mechanisation. Amidst rising
business costs and acute manpower shortages, digital platforms have turned
from a “nice to have” into a necessity.
ASPRI’s Digitalisation, Innovation & Technology Adoption (DITA) Workgroup
with the support of ESG and Infocomm Media Development Authority
(IMDA) has put together an Industry Digital Plan (IDP) for the Process sector.
With IDP, our members can select from a suite of subsidised digitalisation
solutions based on their individual phase of growth and tap on consultancy
services and advisory support. We are excited to share the IDP with our
members in 3Q this year.
In parallel with the Process sector IDP, the DITA Workgroup is working to
identify a Digitalisation Readiness Index (DRI) to allow members to assess
their current level of digitalisation and develop an understanding of their
state of digitalisation across various business functions. This DRI will also
benchmark their company against the industry level of digitalisation
and provide a wider perspective to the company when developing their
digitalisation strategies and plans. The association has on-boarded a fulltime programme manager, Mr Ethan Chia to drive adoption and outreach of
these digitalisation initiatives from DITA workgroup.
To promote awareness and drive adoption of mechanisation, the association
is working closely with the Productivity Council and the Mechanisation
Workgroup to identify and incorporate mechanised tools into future technical
courses for the 13 skills set and relevant refresher training programs.

the previously set target of more than 1 million training hours (cumulatively)
since moving into ASPRI Integrated Training Centre in Sep 2016.
ASPRI-IPI will continue to support and meet the training needs of the industry
and members can look forward to the following enhancements:
•

•

•

New Learning Management System (LMS) to support the demand
on online learning with enhanced features like payment gateway
and bulk online registration.
Rollout of 6 more e-courses - Mandatory Safety Orientation Course
(SOC) and Supervisor level by 3Q21 and deep skilling courses from
4Q21.
Continuous addition of e-courses and/or blended learning that are
user friendly and effective.

4. Societal Expectations
The pandemic has left a deep societal transformation, affecting how people
work, interact, rest, and what they care for. High incidences of COVID
infections at workers’ dormitories has casted deep-seated perceptions
amongst Non-Government Organizations (NGO) and the public; workers
living in squalid conditions along with perceived restricted rights imposed
by employers.
The association recognises that these inaccurate perceptions will fuel
advocacy for drastic improvements of workers’ rights along with renewed
calls to reduce number of migrant workers and ultimately drive future
manpower policies.
ASPRI galvanised the support of Association of Singapore Marine Industries
(ASMI), Dormitory Association of Singapore Ltd (DASL) and Singapore
Contractors Association Limited (SCAL) to jointly engage with these NGOs
and provide a balanced perspective from employers and the associations.
We are pleased to share that our collective efforts in active engagements
with National Volunteer and Philanthropy Centre (NVPC) has culminated in a
Migrant Workers Colabs Report.

5. Decarbonisation and Sustainability
The Singapore government took bold steps and instituted a carbon tax to
ramp up efforts on decarbonization.
Plant owners in the Process sector, in acknowledging their role as carbon
emitters have responded by greenifying their value chains, showing greater
carbon-consciousness through both reactive measures like shifting to
alternative energy sources, and proactive ones, like better monitoring water
use or the sources of their raw materials.
Moving ahead, Sustainability and decarbonization will continue to the focus
as Plant owners start seeing themselves as part of the solution to a more
sustainable future, rather than just part of the problem.
The association will continue to work closely with the economic agencies
EDB, ESG and JTC to understand these drivers with an intent to scout new
opportunities for our members.

6. Closing
ASPRI will continue to commit our resources and efforts to help our members
overcome the challenges brought along by these transformations.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all our members and the various
stakeholders who have, in one way or another, helped ASPRI achieve all
these remarkable milestones.
I look forward to a greener and more sustainable future together with you!

3. E-Learning
Since April 2020, ASPRI-IPI, our training division has successfully developed
and rolled out 42 E-training courses to the Process industry. With all workers
having access to 4G-enabled smartphones, E-learning has since become
the new normal. In the 12-month period Apr ‘20 to Mar ‘21, ASPRI-IPI’s
IPI-Connect app has received more than 30,000 unique trainees clocking a
total of 199,720 E-training hours. With this addition, ASPRI-IPI has achieved
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Developing Digitalisation Roadmap for PCM Sector
With its potential to increase productivity and efficiency and reduce
costs, digitalisation has gained currency in a business environment
adversely impacted by COVID-19. Working with Enterprise
Singapore (ESG) and ASPRI, the Infocomm Media Authority (IMDA)
has developed a digital roadmap for the Process Construction and
Maintenance (PCM) sector, providing digital solutions and training
requirements for each stage of companies’ business growth.
To help IMDA finalise the roadmap, two interactive online validation
workshops were held in the last week of July. The first was organised
by the IMDA for Productivity Council members
on 27 July 2020 to gather inputs from industry
professionals on the roadmap. Three days later, on
30 July 2020, a second validation workshop was
held for ASPRI members.

The workshop broke into three groups, each facilitated by an IMDA
representative, for participants to better understand industry
challenges and the hosts to elicit thoughts and feedback from ASPRI
members on the proposed three stages of technology adoption.
The discussions lasted for about an hour before all three teams
regrouped to summarise their respective group discussion and
findings. Cost, ease of implementation and clients buy-in were cited
as key considerations for companies’ technology adoption.

In his opening address for the validation workshop
for ASPRI members on 30 July, Mr Danny Chua,
Lead of ASPRI’s Digitalisation, Innovation &
Technology Adoption (DITA) Workgroup and
Secretary of ASPRI’s 13th Executive Council, urged
ASPRI members to be forward looking and embark
on the digitalisation journey, taking one step at
a time. He asked them to set aside short-term
Return on Investment (ROI) concerns, so often
difficult to measure, for higher productivity and
lower business costs in the long-term.

ASPRI X AiSP CAAP Awareness Workshop:
Managing Cyber Risks in a Digital Workspace
With more companies adopting work-from-home (WFH)
arrangements, the dependence on technology and the Internet
has increased significantly. While technology allows us to
correspond and communicate easily with our colleagues and
business partners, it also exposes us to the risk of cyber-attacks.
As part of its Cybersecurity Awareness and Advisory Programme
(CAAP), ASPRI in partnership with the Association of Information
Security Professionals (AiSP) organised a webinar titled, “CAAP
Awareness Workshop: Managing Cyber Risks in a Digital Workspace”,
on 12 October 2020.
Mr Steven Nah, Co-Lead of ASPRI’s Digitalisation, Innovation and
Technology Adoption (DITA) Work Group and Treasurer of ASPRI’s
13th Executive Council, opened the webinar by sharing his thoughts
on how the Internet has not only become an essential means to
connect with family and friends it is also an integral tool in our work
lives.

Following the introduction, Mr Tony Low, Co-Chair of AiSP CAAP
spoke about the benefits and risks of using cloud services such as
the iCloud, Google Drive and Google Photos, which have enjoyed
stronger take-up because of COVID-19. He noted that cloud services
allow users easy access to their files from anywhere with an Internet
connection and they negate the need for complicated physical
storage devices that take up space whether in the office or at home.
However, there are risks in using cloud services such as data privacy,
insider threats and compliance violations.
To safeguard against cyberthreats, Mr Low emphasised the need
to have strong passwords. He advised against the use of the same
password for different services, or the use of personal information
such as name, birthday, or mobile number as passwords. Instead,
he recommended the inclusion of special characters such as
punctuation marks to make it harder for hackers to crack passwords
to gain entry.
In the final section of his presentation, Mr Low
explained the term “Social Engineering”. Social
Engineering, he said, occurs when someone
develops personal relationships which he
then uses as a tool to gain access to protected
information or materials through eavesdropping
on conversations, peering over someone’s
shoulder to view passwords, or even reading
confidential documents left out in the open on a
desk or a workstation.
During the Q&A session following the presentation,
ASPRI members took the opportunity to clarify
their concerns and doubts.
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Industrial Cybersecurity for the Process Industry
In collaboration with TÜV SÜD PSB Pte Ltd, ASPRI organised a
webinar titled, “Industrial Cybersecurity for the Process Industry” on
13 October 2020 to provide members with a better understanding
of the cybersecurity framework used by the Process Industry.
Mr Steven Nah, Co-Lead of ASPRI’s Digitalisation, Innovation and
Technology Adoption (DITA) Work Group and Treasurer of ASPRI’s
13th Executive Council, opened the webinar by highlighting the
importance of cybersecurity and how the Process Industry can
adopt new practices to ensure plant safety and security.
Following the opening remarks, Ms Zhang Yiran, Cybersecurity
Services Consultant of TÜV SÜD delivered her presentation on
industrial cybersecurity.
According to Ms Zhang two factors need to be present
for a cyber threat to occur – a threat source and a threat
vector. A threat source could be malware, equipment,
or an unauthorised external person (a hacker) while
a threat vector is a path or a means by which a
cybercriminal gains access through one or more of six
main routes into a computer system by exploiting a
route vulnerability.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Damage to the equipment under control
Loss of product integrity
Loss of public confidence or company reputation
Violation of legal or regulatory requirements
Loss of proprietary or confidential information
Financial loss
Impact on entity, local, state, or national security

As more new technology becomes available, the Process Industry
has been able drones and Internet of Things (IoT) sensors to improve
autonomy and maintenance, respectively. But their increased usage
has heightened the risks of cybersecurity.
After her presentation, ASPRI members engaged Ms Zhang in a Q&A
session.

Ms Zhang also touched on the consequences of a cyberattack which includes, but are not limited to:
•
•

Endangerment of public or employee safety or
health
Damage to the environment

Digitalisation Webinar with Ricoh and Huawei
As more companies adopt digitalisation to maintain their business
operations during the COVID-19 pandemic, ASPRI in partnership
with SGTech organised a digitalisation webinar on 18 November
2020 involving Ricoh and Huawei to share with members the various
ways of integrating AI and technology into their business operation.
Mr Alvyn Lim, Head of Digital Workplace Services Group of Ricoh
Singapore, commenced the webinar by giving an overview of the
three types of Digitalisation Transformation (DX) - organisational
based, operational based and product & customer based - before
diving deeper into the first: organisational based DX.
The DX journey, he said, begins by digitising physical documents
such as paper, microfilms, and books. These digitised contents are
then stored as an archive for ease of future reference. Mr Lim also
shared the steps companies could follow to begin their DX journey.

Firstly, companies would have to acknowledge the need for DX.
They would then need to appoint the right team members to
manage the DX. These members have to identify any pain-points or
areas of digitalisation required by the company. By identifying these
points, he added, it would be easier to find a solution by investing in
technology, resources, and time. Finally, companies would have to
track the progress and projected return of investment and optimise
it accordingly.
In the second half of the webinar, Mr Chen Zhen, AI Business
Development Manager of Huawei, talked about the development of
facial recognition and how CCTV technology can be implemented
to address COVID-19 measures - to determine the number of people
in a given area and to measure the distance between people to
ensure social distancing. The technology can also detect if a worker
is wearing his personal protective equipment (PPE). Failure to detect
any PPE will result in an alert, prompting the management to take
necessary action.
Following both presentations, there
was a Q&A session to allow members
to clear their doubts.
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iCE BioTech’s COVID-19 Prevention Strategies
As the nation gradually transitioned to Phase 3 safe re-opening,
ASPRI partnered with iCE BioTech Pte Ltd to organise a webinar on
19 November 2020 to inform members of products they could use
to keep their workplace safe as more staff returned to work.

can recognise the face of an employee and measure his temperature.
Once recognised, the system will allow the employee to enter and
even log in the attendance via SafeEntry. The information is then
stored in the Cloud for easy retrieval for future reference.

Guest speaker, Mr Robin Lim, Director (Sale & Marketing) of iCE
BioTech Pte Ltd opened the webinar with an overview of the
COVID-19 virus - the components that made up the virus, the way it
reproduces and how it is being transmitted- via respiratory droplets
through close contact, and indirect contact via contaminated
surfaces.

Next, Mr Lim introduced the GERMAGIC™ Thyme Germicidal Coating,
an antiviral coating that acts as a disinfectant to kill any active virus
on coated surfaces. Approved and accredited by international
health agencies, GERMAGIC™ Thyme Germicidal Coating was
developed by Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
in collaboration with Professor Zhong Nan-Shan of Guangzhou
Institute of Respiratory Diseases (GZIRD) and Dr Hidekazu Nishimura
of Sendai Medical Center to combat the SARS virus in 2003. Unlike
other contact-killing disinfectants which lose their effectiveness
fairly quickly, GERMAGIC™ Thyme Germicidal Coating stays on a
surface for 90 days. To ensure continued effectiveness, the surfaces
have to be re-coated.

The solutions offered by iCE BioTech are meant to reduce the
number of possible contact points in the office and encourage social
distancing in the workplace. Three products were highlighted in the
webinar:
1.
2.

Facial Biometric Thermometer
GERMAGIC™ Thyme Germicidal Coating

3.

GERMAGIC™ Air Disinfection Stick-On Filter

The Facial Biometric Thermometer resolves the problems facing
companies which use a fingerprint scanner or a card reader to
facilitate workplace entry, by eliminating the possibility of contact.
Equipped with a camera and a temperature sensor, the thermometer

Lastly, Mr Lim presented the GERMAGIC™ Air Disinfection Stick-On
Filter, a non-toxic and odourless adhesive filter meant to be pasted
on grills of air conditioners to filter out any virus particles lingering
in the air.
In view of the new partnership between iCE BioTech and the
Association, ASPRI members enjoy a 15% discount for any of the
three solutions.

1. Nano coat (Needle
Structure) punctures cell
membranes

2. Nano capsules (Thyme
essential oil) infused
on Polymer coat
releases Reactive
Oxygen Species (ROS)
in a controlledmanner,
allowing germicidal
effect in the coating’s
proximal area

3. Anti-adhesion prevents
dead microbes to form
biofilms, contaminating
surfaces

Germagic Thyme MAP-1 Pro Coating
Vs
Contact Killing Disinfectants
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Harnessing Technology,
Transforming Businesses: Session 1

With COVID-19 accelerated the adoption of digital tools to increase
productivity and overcome challenges caused by the pandemic,
ASPRI launched a new webinar series on 25 November 2020 for its
members.

were also compromised as its network was infected by malware.
With the use of NAS, Mr Alagu also found that whenever his staff
needed to access files urgently, they would have to return to the
office as documents could only be retrieved from the office system.

Titled “Harnessing Technology, Transforming Businesses”, it was
initiated by ASPRI’s Digitalisation, Innovation & Technology Adoption
(DITA) Workgroup to encourage members to come forward to share
their journey in implementing digital solutions.

Not wanting to face a similar experience again, Mr Alagu decided
to adopt a digital workflow. After much consideration, the company
decided on Microsoft 365, mainly OneDrive, SharePoint, Outlook,
and Teams.

Mr Danny Chua, Secretary of ASPRI’s 13th Executive Council and the
Lead of ASPRI’s DITA Workgroup, opened the first session of webinar
by highlighting the generic benefits of digitalisation and called on
industry members to persevere during this period.

The implementation of these programs was a tremendous boost
for the company. Unlike the past, Mr Alagu said staff do not have to
return to the office to retrieve documents as all the documents are
stored online and can be retrieved from any location with an Internet
connection. Productivity has also increased as staff can access
documents for easy collaboration. They can also make changes to
the documents, which are instantaneously updated on Cloud.

Members then learned from Mr Alagu Thirunavirkarasu, Director of
Universal Solution Pte Ltd, how his company had used Microsoft
Office 365 Cloud to transform the way his company worked remotely
during the pandemic.
Universal Solution is a specialist in the design fabrication, testing
and installation of heat exchangers, pressure vessels, tanks, and site
piping. With a workforce of less than 50, including15 in engineering
and administration, the company does not have an IT department.
In its early years, the company relied on local network-attached
storage (NAS) to store documents. Any form of back-up was also
stored in the NAS. Unfortunately, the company’s email network was
a victim of email spoofing, and as a result, the company lost a lot
of money in a bogus online transaction. The company’s documents

UNIVERSAL SOLUTION PTE LTD

Meetings have become easier with the adoption of Microsoft Teams.
Mr Alagu even opted for an add-on called Planner which can be
seamlessly integrated into Teams. Planner allows him to assign tasks
to staff and monitor their progress.
As the implementation of Microsoft 365 into Universal’s workflow
coincided with the start of Singapore’s Circuit Breaker (CB) on 7 April
2020, it was a blessing in disguise. Even though production was
affected by the CB, it allowed the company time to fully integrate the
new workflow and be familiar with the different Microsoft programs.
The timing was also perfect as staff were compelled to work from
home during the CB.
Initial concerns about adopting a digital workflow because of costs
and limited IT knowledge were quickly put to rest. Cost concerns
were quashed as Microsoft 365 offered various plans to cater to
varying levels of needs.
As for the dearth of IT knowledge, the IT vendor extended the
necessary assistance, walking the staff through the entire system
before handling it over. There are also online tutorial videos that
provide
additional information.
UNIVERSAL
SOLUTION PTE LTD
After Mr Alagu’s sharing, the attendees were given the opportunity

NO.28 JALAN BUROH,to ask him questions and raised any concerns they had on Microsoft
SINGAPORE 619484365 as well as the digitalisation process.

OFFICE: +65 6265 9573
FAX: +65 6265 9576

EMAIL: SALES@UNIVERSALSOLUTION.COM.SG
NO.28 JALAN BUROH,
SINGAPORE 619484
OFFICE: +65 6265 9573
FAX: +65 6265 9576

EMAIL: SALES@UNIVERSALSOLUTION.COM.SG
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SAP Business One Webinar
As more companies are digitising their work operations to increase
productivity and streamline processes, ASPRI and Inecom jointly
organised a webinar titled, “SAP Business One – Digital Adoption &
Productivity Improvements for the Process Industry”, on 13 January
2021.
As Inecom is the one-stop solution provider for SAP Business One (SAP
B1) ERP, the webinar aimed to show how small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) in the Process Industry can adopt the software to
improve traceability, forecasting and maximise productivity.

Management, Project Management, Costing and Billing, Machine/
Plant Service Management and Company Analytics and Business
Intelligence.
After the demonstration, Mr Byrne touched on the different grants
that companies could tap to install the software including Productivity
Solution Grant’s pre-approved packages.
The webinar rounded off with a Q&A session providing attendees the
opportunity to ask questions and clarify their concerns about the SAP B1.

Mr Ronan Byrne, Managing Director of Inecom, opened the webinar
by introducing Inecom and explaining the usage of SAP B1, a powerful
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) solution that offers companies an
affordable way to automate and manage their entire business, from
CRM, sales and services to distribution, manufacturing, and finance
operations.
With SAP B1, Mr Bryne noted that executives and managers would
have real-time access to their business data via a web browser, mobile
device, or traditional client-server access. With features like exception
alerts, electronic approvals, workflow management, dashboard and
KPI reporting, the SAP B1 helps companies see clearly and react
quickly. The self-service analytics tools make it possible for users to
access, transform and visualise data in real time.
Following the introduction, Mr Ricky Apriady, Project Manager of
Inecom, gave an in-depth demonstration of SAP B1. He covered
the key features of SAP B1, which include Recipe/Bill of Materials
Management, Quality Control, IoT Tracking and Traceability, Inventory

Harnessing Technology, Transforming Businesses: Session 2
In the second webinar session in“Harnessing Technology, Transforming
Businesses” series on 27 January 2021, Mr Naresh Kumar Govindan,
General Manager (BD & Corporate Affairs) and Mr Lim Chee Yong,
Assistant Manager (IT & Digital Solutions) of JEL Maintenance Pte Ltd
(JML), shared how the adoption of Virtual Reality (VR) technology has
transformed the way their company operated during the pandemic.
Mr Naresh opened the webinar by giving an overview of JML, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Jurong Engineering Limited (JEL). Incorporated
in Singapore in 2000, JML provides maintenance and project services
to refineries, power, and petrochemical plants. With strong emphasis
on innovation, sustainability, and Industry 4.0, JML specialises in plant
facility expansion on EPC basis, dismantling,
construction, STO (Shutdown, Turnaround,
Outage) planning and execution, annual
outages, routine-maintenance, and asset
life cycle improvement projects including
retrofitting and modifications.

One of the projects that JML oversaw was replacement of a flare seal
for one of Singapore’s refineries. Standing at 150 metres high, it is one
of the highest flares in Singapore. JML was required to replace 16 tons
of the flare seal at the height of 150 metres and install the necessary
piping related to the replacement works using a 600-ton crane.
Several challenges were identified in the planning stages, key among
them was the limited access to survey it as it was a live flare. JML had
to conduct the project planning activities to identify modifications to
existing platforms and critical processes, which included dismantling
the existing flare seal, disconnecting pipes at height, installing the new
seal, and then reconnecting the pipes, all during the plant shutdown
window, which left very little room for errors and re-work. In the past,
workers would have to climb the seal at the risk of falling from height
and exposure to the high heat.
In view of the challenges JML decided to adopt the latest digital
technology. Drones were flown to record video footage of the flare.
With the video footage, JML was able to employ VR technology
to create an immersive flare environment. This enabled them to
simulate work processes and study the scope in greater detail to
ensure efficiency. Workers were then able to monitor the live footage
through mobile devices when necessary.
The presentation was followed by a Q&A session on JML’s adoption of
VR technology.
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Keeping members abreast of Government Advisories
As advisories and updates on new developments and precautionary
measures continued to be issued by the authorities after the Restart
from August 2020, the Secretariat kept pace and shared them with
members so that they could keep track of the latest changes to the
various precautionary and support measures.
ASPRI, in collaboration with the Ministry of Manpower (MOM),
Enterprise Singapore (ESG) and JTC Corporation, organised
a webinar on “Safe Management Measures for the Process
Construction and Maintenance (PCM) Industry” on 1 June 2020 to
address any concerns and unanswered questions members might
have in the arduous first half of 2020. It was attended by more than
300 participants from over 200 member companies.
Addressing the participants, Mr Charles Quek, President of ASPRI’s
13th Executive Council, acknowledged the challenges members
had to face during the turbulent period. He empathised with
their struggles and encouraged all to persevere and press on for a
brighter future.
ASPRI’s Executive Director, Mr Wayne Yap, initiated the webinar with
an overview on the COVID-19 situation and its impact on ASPRI
members and the Association’s response to it.
He identified the three main areas that had the most impact on
ASPRI members, namely: Declining Revenues with Increased Costs,
Manpower, and Accommodation.

Member companies struggled financially as they had seen their
revenues drop due to the suspension of work. This, coupled with the
additional costs on essential items such as facial masks and Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE), had impacted them financially. As
strict adherence to Safety Management Measures (SMM) had to be
observed, the number of workers allowed at worksites was reduced
significantly. There had been a mismatch of manpower to available
work. Additionally, a sizeable number of workers who had been
decanted from their dormitories could not be deployed for essential
maintenance work due to constraints imposed at worksites.
Mr Yap then shared some of the actions taken by ASPRI to help
alleviate the difficulties faced by members. He highlighted the
financial assistance that was rendered in the form of a one-off 50 per
cent annual membership subscription fee rebate for all members.
ASPRI-IPI also launched a series of 9 free e-learning modules on
IPI Connect App to allow workers to refresh safety knowledge and
refine their craftsmanship.
Together with Mr Christopher Koh, Director (Foreign Workforce
Policy) of MOM, Mr Yap provided further information on the different
elements that were necessary for a safe restart of the PCM sector.
The webinar rounded off with a Q&A session where representatives
from MOM, ESG and JTC contributed their insights. ASPRI’s
Secretariat Team consolidated the questions into a FAQ and shared
it with members after the webinar. You may view it here.

ASPRI’s response during COVID-19
Financial
Assistance
1. February: Donation of
S$10,000 to Business China to
help patients in China during
initial stage of pandemic.

2. March: One-off 50% annual
membership subscription fee
rebate* for all members.
(*$320,000)
3. April: S$25,000 donation to
Project Belanja, a campaign to
provide meals for migrant
workers in Singapore

E-learning
In May:

1. ASPRI-IPI launched a series of 9
free e-learning modules on IPI
Connect App
2. ASPRI-IPI partnered with
Bolster Safety (by enabling
10,000 user licenses) to allow
workers to refresh safety
knowledge and refine their
craftsmanship.

Initiative(s)
1. March: Launch of Job Placement
Programme (JPP) with e2i to
provide salary support to
members who hire local jobseekers.
2. April: ASPRI provided 8,000
reusable masks, one for each
resident at ASPRI-Westlite
Dormitory-Papan
3. April: Legal memo (by Shook Lin
& Bok) for members to
understand contractual
implications.

COVID-Safe Restart Criteria for PCM Sector
2. Safe
Workforce

3. Safe
Accommodation

1. Safe Worksite

Safe
Restart

4. Safe
Transport
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Leveraging Grants and Supports to Overcome
Challenging Times
In response to the COVID-19 situation, ASPRI partnered with four
Government agencies – SkillsFuture Singapore (SSG), Workforce
Singapore (WSG), Singapore National Employers Federation (SNEF)
and Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA) to introduce
grants and support schemes to help companies in the Process
Construction & Maintenance (PCM) sector tide over the effects of
the COVID-19.

Next, Mr Sreeganesh Satgunathan, WSG’s Senior Manager (Partners
and Operations) shared with members tips and initiatives they could
use to become a progressive employer. They could tap on WSG’s
‘Career Support Programme’ which offers employers salary support
for hiring experienced Professionals, Managers, Executives and
Technicians (PMETs) and also use the revamped MyCareersFuture.sg
job portal to source for potential candidates to hire.

A webinar entitled, “Leveraging Grants & Supports During COVID-19”
was held on 15 July 2020 to bring members up to speed on what
supports were available. The response from members was quick.
Within just a short registration period, about 50 members signed
up – reflecting their critical and urgent need to better understand
the various support programmes available during these challenging
times.

To supplement Mr Sreeganesh’s presentation, Mr Edmund
Lim, SNEF’s Senior Executive, Programme Management, gave a
comprehensive rundown on the ‘P-Max Programme’ for Small and
Medium Enterprises (SMEs), which offered subsidised workshops
and follow-up training for PMETs.

Mr Daniel Ong, Lead of ASPRI’s Knowledge, Education, Experience
& Networking (KEEN) Work Group started the proceedings with an
overview of the COVID-19 situation and its impact on companies
and individuals. He said the Association understood the struggles
members were facing and encouraged them to stand firm amidst
the uncertain times.
It was followed by presentations from all four
Government agencies.

The final speaker, Ms Chen Jia’en, IMDA’s Covering Deputy Director
for SMEs Go Digital, talked about the agency’s “SMEs Go Digital’
programme aimed at making digitalisation simpler to comprehend.
With the available resources from IMDA, companies could
increase productivity, manage business costs, seek new revenue
opportunities, and scale up operations by going digital.
Attendees were given the opportunity to clarify most of their doubts
with the respective speakers.

Principal Manager at SSG, Ms Audrey Tay, provided an
in-depth presentation on the benefits of developing
a sustainable skill strategy. She classified the strategy
into three sub-categories – immediate-term, mid-term,
and long-term, with different SSG initiatives for each
category.

COVID-19 (Temporary Measures) Act 2020
The COVID-19 (Temporary Measures) Act 2020 was passed in April
2020 to offer temporary relief to businesses and individuals who
were unable to perform their contractual obligations because of the
pandemic. Following that, ASPRI worked with Netto & Magin LLC
to organise a webinar on 2 September 2020 to explain the Act to
members in greater detail.
Mr Daniel Ong, Lead of ASPRI’s Knowledge, Education, Experience &
Networking (KEEN) Work Group, and Assistant Treasurer of ASPRI’s
13th Executive Council, opened the session by sharing how the
pandemic had changed the way businesses operated and how it
had been difficult for employers to abide by contractual obligations
during this extraordinary time.

Following Mr Ong’s address, Mr David Shanmugam, Counsel from
Netto & Magin LLC, helped members walk through the Act and
understand how members could apply for the relief. He added that
the Industry Security of Payment Act (SOPA) was introduced to
provide relief to contractors, whose jobs could not be performed
because of restrictions due to the pandemic. Mr Shanmugam
also shared some case studies and illustrated with a sample
contract between plant owners and contractors. At the end of the
presentation, concerned participants had the opportunity to seek
clarity on some aspects of the relief measure with Mr Shanmugam.
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Transitionary Medical Support for Migrant Workers
By 11 August 2020, the Ministry of
Manpower (MOM) had successfully
cleared all dormitories nationwide.
To continue ensuring that the
dormitories remain well supported
with medical services to prevent
and manage any future outbreaks,
ASPRI’s Government Advocacy Work
Group, together with the Ministry of
Health (MOH) and MOM, organised
a Zoom webinar to share MOH’s
medium-term medical support plans
for migrant workers. The session was
attended by around 90 members.
Mr Melvin Tan, Vice-President of
ASPRI’s 13th Executive Council
and Lead of ASPRI’s Government
Advocacy Work Group highlighted
the importance of preparedness in
his opening address. He said that the
nation, collectively, should always be ready in case of another wave
of outbreak, emphasising the importance of medical support for
workers that were residing in dormitories.
Dr Lam Meng Chon, Director (Medical) of MOM, spoke in detail about
the transitionary medical support plan. He said it was to ensure
workers continue to get necessary medical support and to press on
with active public health surveillance to detect and manage new or
potential COVID-19 clusters as early as possible.
The plan consisted of two facets – Government-funded and nonGovernment funded. The Government-funded plan had a threepronged medical initiative.
•

Baseline and after-hours telemedicine support in the form of
the FWMOMCare mobile app.

•

Setting up an onsite medical centre in each of the five largest

Purpose-Built Dormitories (PBDs) and seven sectoral medical
centres in locations island- wide.
•

Mobile clinical teams would be activated by the Government in
the event of emerging clusters, as part of the response against
public health threats.

The non-Government-funded aspect of the plan pertains to medical
treatments. Employers may choose to bring their employees residing
in the community to General Practitioner (GP) clinics, Public Health
Preparedness Clinics (PHPCs) or Polyclinics for medical attention, at
their own expense.
Following Dr Lam’s presentation, members had the opportunity
to clarify their doubts and seek the insights of an industry expert
regarding COVID-19. The engaging Q&A segment saw over 20
questions addressed by Dr Lam. The webinar then ended with a
cheerful screen-shot session.
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Staggered Rest Days Webinar by MOM
On 12 August 2020, the implementation of staggered rest days for
Work Permit and S Pass holders in the Construction, Marine and
Process Sector was announced. Due to take effect on 31 October,
it required employers to spread out the number of workers
congregating at any location on any given day to prevent large
gatherings and reduce the risk of cross-infection. But as the date
approached, about 60% of Process Sector Work Permit and S Pass
holders still had not receive an assigned rest day.

He added the initial deadline of 31 October 2020 to assign a rest
day for workers had to be deferred until further notice. ASPRI would
have to work with government agencies on this and an update
would be provided at a later date.
At the close of the webinar, Mr Koh addressed questions raised by
members through a moderated Q&A session.

The Association received multiple queries from members
anxious to find out more. To ensure members were in a
position to comply with the assignment of rest days,
ASPRI worked with the Ministry of Manpower (MOM) to
organise a Zoom Webinar on this topic.
ASPRI Executive Director Mr Wayne Yap opened the
webinar by explaining the rationale and purpose of
implementing staggered rest days. This was followed
by MOM’s Mr Christopher Koh who gave a detailed
breakdown on the topic in relation to the Process Sector.
Mr Koh told employers that while workers in the Process
Maintenance sector could have Sunday as a rest day
ASPRI would have to work closely with the ESG and EDB
on the finer details.

Update on Incident Response and
Management Plan by EDB
In partnership with the Economic Development Board (EDB)
and Enterprise Singapore (ESG) ASPRI organised a webinar on
11 December 2020 for members on the COVID-positive Incident
Response and Management Plan. Close to 70 attendees joined
the session. Even though the number of positive cases was small,
it was still important for companies to keep abreast of the latest
protocols to protect their workers as well as businesses to minimise
disruptions.
Mr Darren David, Senior Associate, Central COVID-19 Operations,
brought attendees through the Risk Assessment Matrix, a guideline
put together for companies to assess their worksite transmission risk
level. As it serves as a determining factor of whether EDB issues a

Stop Work Order (SWO), it is important for members to understand
it in great detail.
To better prepare employers, Mr David also shared the steps to follow
if a COVID positive case is reported at a worksite, highlighting that
there are five additional steps for employers to comply as compared
to the previous protocol.
In his sharing, Mr Roy Ding, Senior Manager of COVID Audit &
Inspection, presented a summary of findings at the 136 sites that
were inspected and identified the common infractions observed at
those sites. With the information, members are better able to review
the Safe Management Measures they have in place to ensure they
are in line with the requirements.
The Q&A session facilitated by ASPRI’s
Executive Director Mr Wayne Yap, allowed
members to clarify their doubts with Mr
Kwang Koon Way, Vice President of the
Central COVID-19 Operations of EDB, and
the rest of his team.
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ExxonMobil Fleet Card Programme
COVID-19 had undeniably impacted the finances of many
companies. ASPRI had been on a constant lookout for avenues to
provide value and assistance to our members. To help members
defray rising business costs ASPRI partnered with ExxonMobil to
introduce members the Esso Fleet Card Programme.
A webinar with organised jointly by ASPRI and ExxonMobil on 8
July 2020, where Ms Diana Gam, ExxonMobil Account Manager,
discussed the benefits of the programme. With the Esso Fleet Card,
ASPRI members could enjoy the following benefits:
•
•
•

Competitive fuel cost-savings of up to
o 28% diesel and 26% petrol discounts at
		 Esso Pioneer and Jalan Buroh
o 26% diesel and petrol discounts at all sites

•
•
•

Reliable quality and fuel economy for their fleet
30-day interest free credit and zero card fees
•Access to an extensive service station network

Ms Gam also explained the application process for those interested in
applying for the card. Existing Fleet Card holders could be upgraded
to enjoy the abovementioned benefits.
The
programme
proved to be useful for
members and several
applications
were
received immediately
after the webinar was
concluded.

First Virtual Annual General Meeting 2020
In view of the COVID-19 restrictions on large gatherings, ASPRI
held a virtual annual general meeting (AGM) for the first time on 29
July 2020. Attended by 57 members, the hour-long meeting over
Zoom proceeded without a glitch.

Mr Quek said, “We are very encouraged by members’ response and
participation. ASPRI-IPI will continue to enhance digital offerings
to promote wider adoption of e-learning modules for the Process
industry.”

In his opening address, ASPRI’s President Mr Charles Quek spoke of
the extremely challenging times for the economy and the Process
Industry due to COVID-19. He noted ASPRI had responded to these
challenges and played a pivotal role in engaging government
agencies, plant owners and other industry stakeholders in
addressing issues faced by the members.

During the meeting, members also received and approved ASPRI’s
Audited Accounts for FY 19/20 that was presented by Treasurer Mr
Danny Chua. For the next financial year, 20/21, Mr Chua projected a
deficit amounting to S$200,000 because of the financial measures
for members.

He said it was very important that “we stay united, help each other
survive and emerge stronger together”.
Among the Association’s efforts to show solidarity and support
were financial measures amounting some $500,000. They
included a one-off 50 percent rebate off the annual membership
subscription fee and the purchase of 8,000 reusable masks – one
for each resident at ASPRI-Westlite Dormitory-Papan.
In spite of the crisis, the Association rolled out free e-learning courses
to members, which were well received. Within six weeks, over 386
member companies signed up for some 38,000 e-training sessions.

The 9-member 13th Executive Council (2020-2022) was also elected
during the meeting, with Mr Quek, CEO of HSL Constructor Pte Ltd,
re-elected for a sixth consecutive term as President. The Council
includes two new members, namely Ms Grace Chia, Deputy
Executive Chairman of Rotary Engineering Pte Ltd and Mr Cheng
Beng Kwang, Director of Projects, PEC Ltd.
Mr Francis Tay, who had been ASPRI’s Vice President for six
years, stepped down to make way for new blood in the team. In
recognition of his immense contribution to the Process industry
over the past 21 years, the Executive Council appointed Mr Tay as
ASPRI’s first honorary member.
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Helping Members to Transform for a Sustainable Future
importance during both the initial and later
stages of the relationship forged between
the customer and company.
Mr Koh highlighted the importance of
nurturing the relationships of existing
customers rather than too much emphasis
on pursuing new customers. Given proper
attention and care, they could become loyal
clients and advocates in the future.

Generate Customers by Building a
Digital Marketing Framework

Ever the advent of the Internet two decades
ago, there has been a paradigm shift with
people spending increasingly more time
online. With Covid-19, time spent online
had spiked, especially with work-fromhome (WFH) arrangements. Mr John Chen,
Managing Director of CPXi Asia, believed
that many companies had done likewise and
jumped on the digital bandwagon to keep
up with the trend.
While it had posed some challenges, COVID-19 has provided
companies the opportunity to rethink and change their business
models for a more sustainable future. A complimentary webinar
was jointly organised by ASPRI’s Knowledge, Education, Experience
& Networking (KEEN) Workgroup and AJP Advisers Group on 6
August 2020 to discuss topics such as Leadership, Digitalisation
and Digital Marketing – and how they could help members adapt
to the new norm brought about by COVID-19.

Qualities of a Good Leader

Mr Allen Pathmarajah, Executive Chairman of AJP Advisers Group,
opened the session with a brief introduction to how the COVID-19
situation had enhanced the need for companies to have good
leaders. He pointed out that the world was over-managed, but
under-led as he explained the difference between a manager and
a leader.
Mr Pathmarajah also emphasised that great communication and
emotional intelligence (EQ) are two important attributes of a
good leader. He then supported his remarks by citing real life and
personal experiences during his 35 years of career.

Acquiring and Keeping Customers

The second speaker, Mr John Koh, Principal Business Coach of
Business Thinking Systems, spoke about the 5Ps of Marketing and
Sales– Product, Price, Placement, Promotion and People – and their

The key to digital marketing, Mr Chen noted, was simply to deliver
the right message to the right person at the right time. Compared
to its traditional marketing tools such as newspaper and radio
advertisements, digital marketing is a two-directional form of
advertising which allows for more specific and intentional selling.
The data acquired through digital marketing could also be
leveraged for analysis, he added, to help improve future marketing
campaigns.

Digitalising Your Business

Mr Richard Cleeve, Chief Executive Officer of Codestream,
supplemented Mr Chen’s presentation by sharing his insights
on digitalisation and how companies could adopt it into their
workflow. One of the immediate effects of digitalisation for
companies is the improvement of their operational processes. An
example would be the reduction of paperwork, improvement in
housekeeping and updating of databases.
Before companies adopt a digital plan, Mr Cleeve said they must
identify their objectives - what do they want to achieve by going
digital? Once their objectives have been ascertained, they would
have to prioritise the important ones first, and proceed one step
at a time.
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Helping Employers understand their Obligations
The outbreak of COVID-19 had a significant impact on employers’
duties and responsibilities. As a result, ASPRI’s Knowledge,
Education, Experience and Networking (KEEN) Work Group worked
with Mr David Shanmugam, Counsel from Netto & Magin LLC, to
organise a series of complimentary legal webinars. Forty members
attended the first webinar on 12 August 2020 aimed at examining
the responsibilities of employers and the additional duties they have
to undertake during this challenging period.
In her opening address, Ms Huang Wen Jia, Committee Member
of ASPRI’s 13th Executive Council and the Co-Lead of ASPRI’s KEEN
Work Group, touched on how companies’ financial strength and
manpower had been affected by the pandemic and fully empathised
with members going through this difficult period.
At the start of his presentation, Mr Shanmugam gave a quick recap
of the safe-distancing measures announced by the Multi-Ministry
Taskforce on 3 April 2020. He then highlighted the responsibilities
of employers and how they
must fulfil them to the best
of their ability. They should
not discriminate against any
particular group of people
irrespective of their age, race,
gender, religion, marital status,
family responsibility or disability.

for the job. Employers could also implement flexible work schedules
and work arrangements to accommodate both parties.
But if retrenchment was inevitable, Mr Shanmugam said it was
important that employees were treated with dignity and respect
during a retrenchment exercise and the selection of employees
should be conducted fairly, based on objective criteria.
On salary or working hours negotiations, Mr Shanmugam advised
employers and employees to discuss the matter amicably to achieve
an acceptable solution by taking into consideration both business
needs and employee’s concerns. If no agreement could be reached,
the initial contractual terms and conditions must remain unchanged.
However, either party could serve notice and end the employment
relationship.
Members had the opportunity to clarify their doubts during the
Q&A session at the end of the webinar.

Mr Shanmugam also proposed
that, where possible, companies
should redeploy employees to
alternative areas of work where
their skills might be more suited

ASPRI 7th Lunar Month Prayers 2020
the interest of safety to minimise any potential transmission of
the virus.
The prayer sessions were conducted by the priest-in-charge,
Mr Koh Kim Tean. Once all prayers were concluded, Mr Koh led
everyone to the TA Hub carpark where joss papers were burned.
Everyone then headed back to the TA Hub where they gathered in
small groups to network and have their lunch.
ASPRI would like to thank our members and the vendors involved in
making this event possible. Albeit different from the observance in
previous years, we were still grateful for the opportunity to catch up
with our loyal members and meet them face to face after a long time.

On 4 September 2020, ASPRI organised a special 7th Lunar Month
prayer session for a limited number of members during the second
phase of the Reopening. Held after the usual timing in August, the
event was the 23rd year of honouring such a tradition since the
establishment of the Association. For the first time, the Association
had to eschew the traditional dinner in order to comply with the
Safety Management Measures amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.
In the morning, Executive Council members, staff and Association
members gathered at the basement of the Trade Association Hub
(TA Hub). Each group was designated a specific prayer time slot
to reduce the number of people present at any given moment in
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COVID-19 Legal Webinar Series Managing Attrition in the Process Industry
emphasised the need to treat employees with dignity and respect
during a retrenchment exercise.

As the Process Industry gradually recovered from the worst impact
of the pandemic, employers had to exercise care and caution
managing their workers, especially when deciding on termination,
dismissal, and retrenchment. To help members better understand
their obligations, ASPRI’s Knowledge, Education, Experience &
Networking (KEEN) Work Group collaborated with Mr Shanmugam,
Counsel from Netto & Magin LLC, to present the third instalment of
the COVID-19 Legal Webinar Series on 14 November 2020. Titled
“Managing Attrition in the Process Industry”, it was designed to
provide ASPRI members with insights on handling difficult issues
during these challenging times.

When carrying out a retrenchment exercise, the selection of
employees should be conducted fairly he noted, based on
objective criteria such as the ability of the employee to contribute
to the company’s future business needs. Employers should not
discriminate against any particular group on grounds of age, race,
gender, religion, marital status, family responsibility and disability.
Mr Shanmugam then shared three case studies, two of which were
examples of good retrenchment approach.
The key takeaway is that companies must notify the affected
employees in advance about their retrenchment. If possible,
companies should also assist the affected employees regarding
job placement facilitation. Any retrenchment benefits should be
designed with the company’s financial situation in mind. Should
they lack the means to assist their employees, they could always
seek help from the Government.
Mr Shanmugam fielded questions at the end of the webinar to help
clear any misunderstanding members might have on some of the
issues discussed.

At the start of his presentation, Mr Shanmugam emphasised that
retrenchment should only be undertaken as a last resort after
employers have considered all necessary alternatives, like sending
employees for training to allow them to upgrade their skills and
enhance their employability, redeploying them to alternative
areas of work within the company and implementing flexible
work schedules or arrangements to promote shorter work week.
Employers could also adjust the wages of employees in line with
tripartite norms.
As retrenchment posed a challenge for all parties involved, especially
the affected employees and their families, Mr Shanmugam further

Members Engagement Lunch
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Association was unable to
conduct large format events as in the past. However, ASPRI still saw
the importance of continuing to engage member companies through
events on a smaller scale.

Organised in small groups to comply with the COVID-19 Safe
Management Measures, the lunches were spread over February and
early March. Only one representative from each member company
was allowed to attend due to the SMM.

A series of closed-door lunch was organised for 60 members in
between January and March 2021. for the 13th Executive Council to
re-connect with members over a meal.

Each group was hosted by one of the 13th Executive Council (EC)
members. They gave the EC an opportunity to get feedback on key
areas that the Association should focus on for 2021. Council Members
led discussions on a wide range of challenges facing the Process
Industry, enhanced R1 Criteria, digitalisation, sustainability, and
training. Representatives from member companies were eager and
candid in sharing their concerns and thoughts on the issues.
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COVID-19 Legal Webinar Series – New COVID-19
(Temporary Measures) Act
In April 2020, the Singapore Parliament passed
the COVID-19 (Temporary Measures) Act
which offered temporary relief to companies
who were unable to perform their contractual
obligations due on or after 1 February 2020
because of COVID-19 restrictions.
The Act was subsequently extended until
30 March 2021, with further amendments
as the pandemic had continued to affect
companies’ ability to fulfil their contractual
obligations. As the Act had direct implications
for the Construction and Process industries,
the Association, with the help of Mr David
Shanmugam, Counsel of Netto & Magin LCC,
presented a fourth “COVID-19 Legal Webinar”
to update ASPRI members on the new
amendments.

The webinar held on 28 January 2021 began with Mr Shanmugam giving a
recap of the wide range of reliefs made available under Section 5 of the Act.
He then explained that contracting parties could apply to a governmentappointed registrar for the appointment of an assessor to resolve disputes. This would
safeguard against unfair outcomes. Subsequently, the assessor
could determine whether the relevant contract was covered by
the Act; and whether the party’s inability to perform contractual
obligations was materially caused by a COVID-19 event.
The Q&A session with Mr Shanmugam at the end of the session
helped the participants to better understand the amendments
and to clarify their concerns.

Chiropractic Webinar:
How Your Posture Affects Your Health
With more people
working from home
in
adherence
to
the COVID-19 Safe
Management Measures,
they are likely to spend
most of their day seated
at their desks. To help
address the issues such
as sedentary lifestyle
and to educate members on the importance of the spine and
its effect on our health, the Association partnered with Asia One
Chiropractic to present a Chiropractic Webinar on “How Your Posture
Affects Your Health” on 10 March 2021.
The webinar was engaging, fun and informative offering ASPRI
members a deeper understanding and greater insight on the
importance of good spinal health. Participants gained from useful
information on workspace station setup as well as tips on how
to stay healthy and the stretching exercises they could do in the
comfort of their office or home.

the lower back through the hips and buttocks; and herniated disc, a
fragment of the disc nucleus that is pushed out into the spinal canal
through a tear or rupture in the annulus.
Aside from environmental and emotional stressors, our spines are
also affected by physical stressors which include falls, footwear,
sleeping posture and working posture. These types of stress can
lead to chronic bad postures and injuries, which create degenerative
changes to the spine over time.
Finally, Dr Neil shared the benefits of a chiropractic treatment
before disclosing tips for maintaining a healthy spine by showing
attendees how to ergonomically set up their workspaces and how to
do simple stretches. Following the conclusion of the webinar, those
who wished to consult with Dr Neil privately continued with a oneon-one consultation session with the doctor.

Dr Neil Furuno, Senior Chiropractor of Asia One Chiropractic,
opened the webinar by giving an overview of the nervous system.
He emphasised that our spine, which includes the cervical, thoracic,
and lumbar sections, are crucial to our wellbeing and they act like a
tunnel for the spinal cord and nerves.
Some of the most common spinal conditions include scoliosis, a
sideways curvature of the spine; sciatica, a pain that radiates along
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Snapshot of Events Organised and Supported by ASPRI (Apr 20 – Mar 21)
S/N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Name of Event
SCCCI Webinar – Business Continuity in Uncertain Times
SCCCI Webinar – Accelerating Through the Turn: Tapping your Human Capital Advantage
SCCCI Webinar – Life Beyond Work: Find Your Passion
SCCCI Webinar – Be an Effective Leader Through Remote Appreciation
SCCCI Webinar – What COVID-19 Has Taught Us: As Businesses and as People
SCCCI Webinar – Adopting Flexi-Work in Your Organisation with the Enhanced Work-Life Grant
SGTech Webinar – Legal considerations to adopt e-signature
Business China Webinar – Harnessing Technology for Post COVID-19 Businesses
SNEF Webinar – Leadership Webinar Series: Unprecedented Times – Affecting People,
Performance and Productivity
SGTech Webinar – Go Cloud for Digital Transformation
Business China Webinar – Dr Mochtar Riady’s Exclusive Sharing: New Challenges and
Opportunities in Post Covid-19 World
Safe Management Measures (SMM) for the PCM Sector
Planning for Future Growth: Exploring Business Strategies & New Markets
Exploring Business Strategies and Expanding to India
Business Leadership in the Isolation Economy: Business leadership in troubled times
Expanding Your Business in the Philippines is the New Normal
Exploring Business Strategies and Expanding to Indonesia
Exploring Business Strategies and Expanding to Hong Kong
Geopolitical Trends in the Indo-Pacific
Building Organisation Trust in Navigating Through and Beyond COVID-19
Digital Transformation in the Isolation Economy: Redesigning Your Business Processes for
Digital Transformation
Exploring Business Strategies and Expanding to Vietnam
Human Capital Prisms: Shedding Light on “What’s Next” for a Changing Workplace
Scaling Up Your Human Capital in 2020
Exploring Business Strategies and Expanding to Singapore
SME Growth: Digital Marketing for Every Business Opportunities
Briefing on SafeEntry for Businesses
Excuse me boss, can we talk HR? – How COVID-19 is Reshaping Human Capital Management
The Art of Marketing and Branding Your Business During Economic Uncertainty
Leaders Who Learn: Preparing for Tomorrow and Today
China’s Role in ASEAN’s COVID-19 Economic Recovery
Post COVID-19 – Business Updates and Outlook in Malaysia
Effectively Managing Multiple e-Marketplaces Across Borders
Explosion Protection IEC 60079-0 Training
Automate Office-Task with A.I and Robotic Process Automation
Cyber Fraud – How to Identify You are Targeted and What to Do Next?
ExxonMobil Fleet Card Programme
Leveraging Grants & Supports During COVID-19
Digital Transformation: Now, Next & Beyond
Leading and Recovering Through Times of Uncertainties
ASPRI Annual General Meeting (AGM) 2020
Validation Workshop with ASPRI members: Energy & Chemicals Industry Digital Plan (IDP) for
Process Construction & Maintenance (PCM)
WSH Innovation Awards 2020 - Process Industry Sector
Sustainable Leadership Practices to Lead Change in the New Decade
Leading to Transform your Company
Asian Downstream Summit (ADS)
COVID-19 Legal Webinar Series: Examination of Employers Obligation
Transitionary Medical Support for Migrant Workers by MOH
SCCCI SMEICC Live 2020 – Re-thinking & Re-shaping Your Company to the “Next Future”
Oil, Petrochemical and Logistics Webinar 2020
SCCCI Webinar – Advanced Manufacturing Inaugural Webinar
Boost Employee Morale and Productivity with Better Employee Benefits
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Date
6 May 20
6 May 20
8 May 20
13 May 20
15 May 20
15 May 20
20 May 20
21 May 20
21 May 20
27 May 20
28 May 20
1 Jun 20
2 Jun 20
3 Jun 20
4 Jun 20
4 Jun 20
5 Jun 20
9 Jun 20
10 Jun 20
10 Jun 20
10 Jun 20
10 Jun 20
11 Jun 20
11 Jun 20
11 Jun 20
16 Jun 20
17 Jun 20
17 Jun 20
17 Jun 20
23 Jun 20
23 Jun 20
24 Jun 20
25 Jun 20
30 Jun 20
1 Jul 20
8 Jul 20
8 Jul 20
15 Jul 20
22 Jul 20
22 Jul 20
29 Jul 20
30 Jul 20
3 – 4 Aug 2020
5 Aug 20
6 / 17 Aug 20
6 Aug 20
12 Aug 20
14 Aug 20
18 Aug 20
18 Aug 20
26 Aug 20
27 Aug 20

S/N

Name of Event

53
54
55
56
57
58
59

COVID-19 (Temporary Measures) Act 2020
ASPRI 7th Lunar Month Prayer
NTU Virtual Job-In-Fair 2020
Business China Webinar – FutureChina Global Forum 2020
2020 AI+IoT Business Conference Online (Southeast Asia)
SBF Webinar – Future Economy Conference and Exhibition 2020
SBF Webinar – Managing Human Resources During the Economic Downturn

60

HR Tech Festival Asia 2020

61
62
63

Managing Cyber Risks in a Digital Workspace
Industrial Cybersecurity for Process Industry
MCBI Webinar - Thriving in the New Normal - Preparing for Digital Transformation 2.0

64

JTC’s Event - Industrial Transformation Asia-Pacific (ITAP) 2020

65

SGUnited Skills (SGUS) - Advanced Manufacturing Programme

66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

Free Trade Agreement (FTA) Day 2020
SBF Webinar - Asia Downstream Summit & Asian Refining Technology Conference Virtual 2020
Staggered Rest Days Webinar
ASPRI Legal Consultaion Clinic 1
ASPRI & JTC Tree-Planting Event
Managing Attrition in the Process Industry During COVID-19
JIVZ Webinar - Taking WSH Ownership and Communication
AiSP Webinar - SME Cybersecurity Conference 2020
SGTech & SCAL Webinar - CXO In Conversation: Transformation of the Construction Sector

75

The Singapore WSH Conference 2020

76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

Digitalisation Webinar with Ricoh & Huawei
iCE BioTech’s COVID-19 Prevention Solutions
MCBI Webinar - Thriving in the New Normal: Designing Workplaces for Remote Operations
Harnessing Technology, Transforming Businesses 1
ASPRI Legal Consultaion Clinic 2
SIMTech Webinar - Industry Connect Series: Digital Adoption for PCM Industry
Update on Incident Response and Management Plan by EDB
SAP Business One Webinar
Re-Align Framework to Renegotiate Contracts for Businesses Significantly Impacted by
COVID-19
Harnessing Technology, Transforming Businesses 2
New COVID-19 (Temporary Measures) Act
SIMTech Model Factory Tour & Roundtable Discussion: Digital Transformation for Singapore
PCM Industry
Cyber Security 101 Series: Fundamentals of Cyber Security
Industry 4.0 Human Capital Initiative (IHCI) Day
Hiring for the Eventual Recovery: A Webinar on JGI
Industry 4.0 Human Capital Initiative (IHCI) Day
Industry 4.0 Human Capital Initiative (IHCI) Day
SCCCI Budget 2021 Webinar
Workplace Safety & Health Events by WSH Council
Human Resources Online Webinar - Connecting People to Purpose: Leadership Traits You Can’t
Do Without
ITAP Connect Series - Discrete Manufacturing Opportunities with Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 Human Capital Initiative (IHCI) Day
Chiropractic Webinar
Virtual Demonstration by KEWAZO
SBF Webinar - COVID-19 Vaccinations Webinar by MOH
Workplace Safety & Health Events by WSH Council

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

Date
2 Sep 20
4 Sep 20
7 – 13 Sep 20
15 – 17 Sep 20
21 Sep 20
22 – 23 Sep 20
24 Sep 20
29 Sep 20 –
01 Oct 20
12 Oct 20
13 Oct 20
20 Oct 20
20 Oct 20 –
22 Oct 20
21 Oct 20 –
02 Nov 20
22 Oct 20
28 – 29 Oct 20
30 Oct 20
29 Oct 20
03 Nov 20
4 Nov 20
5 Nov 20
5 Nov 20
5 Nov 20
17 Nov 20 –
18 Nov 20
18 Nov 20
19 Nov 20
24 Nov 20
25 Nov 20
26 Nov 20
1 Dec 20
11 Dec 20
13 Jan 21
15 Jan 21
27 Jan 21
28 Jan 21
28 Jan 21
2 Feb 21
4 Feb 21
5 Feb 21
8 Feb 21
9 Feb 21
19 Feb 21
19 Feb 21
23 Feb 21
24 Feb 21
25 Feb 21
10 Mar 21
11 Mar 21
18 Mar 21
19 Mar 21
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Updates from ASPRI – Institute of Process Industry (ASPRI-IPI)
Embracing Technology for Training
FREE E-LEARNING COURSES on IPI-connect for all PCM workers continued to be made available during extended
circuit breaker and for those on Stay-Home-Notice
Series #1: WSH mandatory courses (non-accredited)
Specially curated for workers and supervisors, these refresher
courses* are adapted from existing WSH curriculum and allow users
to learn at their own pace:

Swagelok Singapore, established in 1974, is a fluid system solutions
partner offering services and products manufactured by Swagelok.
Swagelok Essentials training programme provides critical skills for
developing, building, and maintaining dependable fluid systems.

• Apply WSH in Process Plant (formerly OPSOC)
• Apply WSH in Construction Sites (formerly CSOC)
• Perform Work in Confined Space Operation
(formerly SOC Manhole)
• Supervise Construction Work for WSH (formerly BCSS)
• Implement Risk Management Plan

Series #2: Work improvement and teamwork series
To raise awareness on productivity and effectiveness of work
performance, the following modules are available
• Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) model
• Supervise Quality Procedure
• Supervise Teams at Work

Series #3: Bolster Safety Platform

In partnership with Bolster Safety, ASPRI-IPI has rolled out 9 micro
e-learning modules* to help workers gain the required safety
awareness and craftsmanship. Each 15 minutes module covers:
• Hand-held tools
• Hoisting Equipment
• Welding
• Working with scaffolding
• Hand-held powered tools
• Flange fitter – Replacing a gasket
• Flange fitter – Leaking flange connection
• Flange fitter – Heat exchanger spading
• Flange fitter – Installing pipes

In its latest training collaboration, ASPRI has worked with
Nordic Flow Control Pte Ltd to develop and offer the following
e-course series to equip learners with the skills and knowledge on
various flow control systems.
Module 1: Basic understanding of actuators
Module 2: Understanding of HPU and SVC
Module 3: Hydraulic Diagrams
Nordic Flow Control Pte Ltd is a subsidiary of Nordic Group
Limited, which has been listed in the SGX Main board since
2010. Nordic Flow Control turn systems into solutions through
providing innovative flow, navigation and automation solutions
for onshore and offshore vessels and platforms by designing and
developing multi-functional systems, as well as offering servicing
and installation

Series #5: COVID-19 series
To provide a safe working environment and to prevent transmission
at the workplace, companies are required to adhere to the COVIDSAFE criteria for PCM companies.
The following e-courses are designed for all employees working
in the PCM sector for their awareness of COVID-19 and for the
appointed SMOs and SDOs to understand the COVID-SAFE criteria
for PCM sector and fulfil their required duties effectively.
• COVID-19 Safe Restart Criteria for PCM Employees
• Safe Management Officers training for PCM Sector

Series #6: Shell contractors e-courses

Series #4: Craftsmanship series
(Partnership with industry key vendors)

ASPRI has collaborated with Swagelok Singapore to develop and
offer the following five-module e-course series to equip workers
with the skills and knowledge on pipes, tubing and its associated
tools. Learners will also learn about the sealing applications on pipe
threads
• Module 1: Tubing Basics
• Module 2: Pipe Threads Sealant
• Module 3: Fitting Basics
• Module 4: Hose Basics

ASPRI-IPI together with Shell has converted in-person contractor’s
safety courses and Turnaround related training to e-learning
modules. Offerings (under Shell sponsor) includes
• SJI Safety Induction Course with Complex Safety
Induction Course ((SJI-SIC & SPC-SIT)
• Shell SJI Turnaround Awareness Courses (2020 and 2021)
• Shell SJI Guardsman
• Shell SJI Confined Space Entrant
• Shell Bukom HCU Regen 4 TA SIT + SMM
• Shell Bukom HV5 TA SIT + SMM

• Module 5: Small Bore Tubing Solutions
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E-learning Training statistics
E-learning Places
(Mar 20 - Feb 21)
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ASPRI ManpowerConnect
About 200 users have tapped the ASPRI ManpowerConnect portal
to look for Work Permit holders (WPHs) in the Process Sector since it
was launched in the second half of 2020.
The portal, developed by ASPRI-IPI with the support of
the Ministry of Manpower (MOM), has been designed to
help facilitate matching of Work Permit holders within
the Process Sector with potential employers, in view of
extensive border and travel restrictions due to COVID-19.
By using this free service, companies recruiting additional
workers can save on search and recruitment expenses.

Since 11 Aug 2020, ASPRI has partnered with MOM in a temporary
scheme to help Process Sector companies hire existing PCM Work
Permit holders (WPHs) who are in Singapore with the agreement of
their current employers.

Employers may also make available on the portal any
excess Process Sector WPHs that they wish to release
to other companies that are experiencing a shortage of
manpower.
By using the portal, they can transfer workers to other
companies more quickly and save on repatriation costs,
while giving the WPHs the opportunity to continue
working in Singapore

Series #1: WSH mandatory courses (non-accredited)
On 21 July 2020, the independent Certification Body for ISO 29993: 2017 granted certification to six ASPRI-IPI courses.
It is specifically for “learning services outside formal education”, including all types of life-long learning (e.g. vocational
training and in-company training, either outsourced or in-house).

The six courses are:
• Apply Workplace Safety and Health in Construction Sites
• Apply Workplace Safety and Health in Metal Work
• Perform Rigger and Signalman Task
• Supervise Safe Lifting Operations
• Supervise Construction Work in Workplace Safety and Health
• Supervise Workplace Safety and Health in Manufacturing Industry
ISO 29993: 2017 requires the learning to be face-to-face, mediated by technology, or a blend of both.
In its continuous effort to be a premier industry-recognised training centre, ASPRI-IPI intends to achieve ISO 29993: 2017 certification for
another 20 courses, including all WSQ Process Skill courses.
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